Naturally speaking
since 1982.
Dragon is used by millions of people to communicate more naturally and
to get more done - faster, better and smarter. Here’s how it all started.

1982
Dragon Systems founded by Dr Jim Baker
and Dr Janet Baker
Developing products centered around their voice recognition
prototype, first released for DOS.
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1997
Dragon NaturallySpeaking 1.0
launched the world’s first general purpose continuous
speech recognition solution for the PC

2006
Nuance introduces
Dragon NaturallySpeaking 9
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promising accuracy levels up to 99%
and for the first time eliminating the
need for the user to enroll the software.
Dragon NaturallySpeaking Medical
version was released soon after along
with Dragon NaturallySpeaking
Legal version.

2007

Dragon celebrates 10 years
and is now widely recognized to be the best speech
recognition solution in the world and its ease of use and
accuracy has made it a speech recognition solution that
everyone can use. Millions of people across the world benefit
from the enormous productivity with converting speech into
text at up to 160 words per minute with accuracy levels up to
99% and being available now in English, Dutch, French,
German, Italian and Spanish languages.

2009
Dragon Dictate for
Mac launched
bringing a whole new speech
experience to Mac users.

2014

Nuance Unveils Dragon NaturallySpeaking 13
even faster and more accurate and now gives users the option of being
able to use their laptops own microphone giving them more options and
convenience when setting up.

Dragon Dictate for Mac Version 4
was also launched boasting a new audio file transcription capability
which provides the ability to transcribe text from any single speakers
pre-recorded audio file combining both voice recognition and transcription
offerings into one powerful product.

2015

Nuance announces Dragon Anywhere
a cloud based solution that lets you customize words, boilerplate text
or commands to quickly and accurately dictate and edit documents by
voice directly on your iOS or Android device. Nuance also introduces
new versions of Dragon for the PC and Dragon for the Mac which are
for individuals and organizations looking to work smarter and deliver
documentation productivity with customization, performance, and
security to all your devices.

Today

Dragon is used by millions of people to communicate
more naturally and to get more done

– faster, better and smarter.

www.nuance.co.uk

